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288 additional new models with updated code:
𝑁 = 1.2 × 106, 7 × 105, 5 × 105, 4 × 105

Z=0.001, Binary Fraction: 10% and 95%, 𝑊0 = 6, 9

Tidal Radius = 60, 120 pc, Tidal Radius/Half-Mass Radius=25, 50
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Figure 1. Time evolution of the fraction of bound mass (normalized to the
initial value) of models with initial concentrationW0 = 5, on circular
orbits. The models are characterized by different number ofparticles and
by the presence (red lines; right to left:128kK, 64kK, 32kK, 16kK and
8kK) or the absence (blue lines; right to left:128kN, 64kN, 32kN, 16kN
and8kN) of NS kicks. The black dots mark when core collapse occurs. The
corresponding models studied by BM03, i.e. without NS kicks, are also
shown (green dashed lines; right to left:128k, 64k, 32k, 16k and8k); this
data was retrieved by means of the data extraction tool Dexter.

3.2 Detailed comparison with Baumgardt & Makino (2003)

Despite our best efforts in reproducing the initial conditions and the
numerical set-up described by BM03, we note that there are still
non-negligible discrepancies between our models without NS natal
kicks and the corresponding ones in their original investigation (see
Table 1 and Figs. 1 and 2). We have attempted to identify the main
reasons for these discrepancies in the intrinsic differences between
theN -body codes used to perform the simulations, and in particular
slightly different stellar evolution prescriptions.

We performed our simulations by using the GPU version of
NBODY6 (Nitadori & Aarseth 2012), while BM03 used the public
GRAPE-6 version of NBODY4 (Aarseth 1999). The latter treats
components of binaries as single stars, without collisionsor ex-
change of mass, and the resulting differences might partially ex-
plain the increasing discrepancy after core collapse for the models
depicted in Fig. 2, because of the increase in the number of binaries
at this time. Moreover, BM03 used a prescription for the properties
of stellar remnants by Hurley et al. (2000), while in NBODY6 the
Eldridge & Tout (2004) recipe is now used. To test this, we carried
out a simulation of model128kN with the Hurley et al. (2000) pre-
scription for stellar remnants, but we obtained a dissolution time of
Tdiss = 23.0 Gyr, which reduces the discrepancy by only about
30% (see data for model 128kN in Table 1).

To assess stochastic effects (such as run-to-run variations) we
also performed additional simulations of models128kN and64kN
by evolving different numerical realizations of the same initial con-
ditions, and by evolving the same realization in several indepen-
dent simulations (as in BM03). Finally, we performed a simula-
tion of model128kN in which the escapers were progressively re-
moved (as in BM03), but again without any significant difference
(Tdiss = 22.9 Gyr).
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Figure 2. Time evolution of the fraction of bound mass of models with
(i) W0 = 5, on elliptic orbits; (ii) W0 = 7, on circular orbits. As in
Fig. 1, models with NS kicks are denoted by red lines (right toleft: 128kK7
and128kKe), and without NS kicks by blue lines (right to left:128kN7
and128kNe). Dashed green lines show the corresponding models (without
kicks) from BM03.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the mean mass of the stars in the innermost lan-
grangian shell, containing 1% of the bound mass, evaluated for all models
with N=128k. The vertical arrows mark the moment of core collapse (in the
five models which exhibit core collapse).

None of these effects was able, individually, to account for
the observed discrepancy. Therefore, we believe that the small but
systematic discrepancy between our models without NS kicksand
the corresponding ones in BM03 results from a combination ofall
the effects mentioned above, and others which we have not stud-
ied, including possible differences in the way in which models are
virialised and scaled in different codes. As we shall show later
(Sect. 4.1) the sensitivity of these runs to small effects issuch that
apparently trivial differences could have significant effects.

Credit: Contenta et al. (2015)

Chernoff & Wweinberg 1990, Weinberg
1993, Fukushige & Heggie 1995, Gnedin &
Ostriker 1997, Baumgardt & Makino 2003,
Banerjee & Kroupa 2011, Whitehead et al.
2013, Contenta et al. 2015, Wang et al.
2019

TWO TYPES OF CLUSTER
DISSOLUTION:
Slow or ’skiing’ - relaxation-driven mass
loss.
Abrupt or ’jumping’ - mass loss connected
with stellar evolution. Attributed to the loss
of dynamical equilibrium within the cluster.
No core collapse phase of evolution.

PHYSICAL PROCESSES INFLUENCING
THE DISSOLUTION:
tidal field and type of the Galactic orbit, form
of the Galactic potential and tidal shocking,
primordial binary population, properties of
the dark remnants in star cluster, crossing
time-scale and type of IMF.
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Models which retain a larger number of BHs
(mass fallback ON) dissolve faster than
models which kick out most BHs (mass
fallback OFF). This is opposite behaviour
than for NSs. Models with mass fallback
enter the post-core collapse phase and yet
show the fast dissolution feature.
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Black hole subsystem (BHS) survives until
the cluster dissolution.
BHS evolution has a strong influence on the
final stages of the cluster dissolution

ONLY TIDALLY FILLING MODELS SHOW
FAST CLUSTER DISRUPTION.
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The larger the number of objects, or the
larger the binary fraction, or the smaller the
cluster concentration the longer the abrupt
dissolution time. The dependence on
metallicity is very small, as expected. For
the model with N=40000 the cluster does
not show the feature of abrupt dissolution -
the BHS has too few BHs.
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NBODY6++GPU simulation done by Long
Wang confirms the MOCCA simulations.

The same initial conditions as in MOCCA

Small differences are connected with
slightly different BSE code versions.
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For a tidally filling cluster the BHS very slowly evolves - the number of BHs is
kept nearly constant and the average BH mass is only slightly decreasing.
For tidally under-filling models the evolution is much faster and BHS
properties are quickly changing.
Cluster dissolution starts when the cluster mass is about 20% of its initial
mass and the mass of the BH subsystem is about a few % of the cluster
mass.
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The BHS collapses at about 1 Gyr, but the
mass segregation is going on up to about 3
Gyrs
Balanced evolution up to about 7 Gyrs
Then lost of equilibrium. the BHS seems to
decouple from the rest of the clusters and
dissolves.
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The BHS evolves according to Breen &
Heggie (2013) theory - balanced evolution
with the whole cluster
The BHs in BHS are slowly "kicked out" on
the half-mass relaxation time scale.
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Strong dependence on the Wo:
Wo=3 - dissolution dominated by mass loss,
Wo=6 - dissolution dominated by the BH
Subsystem. Early core collapse connected
with BH mass segregation.
Wo=9 - IMBH formation.
Dissolution - lost of equilibrium
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Cluster dissolution for a tidally filling model
is connected with the decoupling of the BHS
from the rest of the cluster and the loss of
dynamical equilibrium by other objects.
Luminous objects become hot. BHS stops
to collapse further at around the mass
fraction equal to about 0.2 - slow increase of
the BHS Lagrangian radii. The BHS starts
to disrupt itself.
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Cluster is constantly tidally stripping and the
internal cluster structure is not strongly
changing, so the escape velocity becomes
smaller and smaller.

More and more objects can be kicked out
from the BHS and also from the cluster
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Smaller central escape velocity means also
smaller central velocity dispersion and
accordingly, larger rate of dynamical
interactions and also larger escape rate.

CLUSTER LOSES ITS DYNAMIC
EQUILIBRIUM
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Conclusions

Tidally filling clusters with BHS in the center can show abrupt dissolution,
provided that initially the King concentration parameter is moderate and BHS
can survive until the cluster death. The cluster dissolution is controlled by a
strong energy generation in dynamical interactions inside the BHS and strong
tidal stripping - sudden loss of dynamical equilibrium and decoupling of BHS
from the rest of the cluster.

Such mechanism should also operate for tidally under-filling clusters with
top-heavy IMFs.

Just before the abrupt dissolution, a cluster will look like a ’dark cluster’ as
described by Banerjee & Kroupa 2011, which is a different kind of ’Dark
Cluster’, harbouring an IMBH with mass comparable to the cluster mass
Askar et al. 2017.

The fast dissolution of massive tidally filling clusters can have strong
influence on the estimated rate of BH-BH mergers from GCs.

If clusters are born tidally filling and close to the Galactic center, then we can
expect a lot of free floating BHs in the Galactic Bulge.
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(Breen & Heggie 2013)

Perfect confirmation of the Breen & Heggie theory
Small differences in the curves level off are connected with more
complicated nature of real systems compared to only two-component
system and Henon’s principle
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